
NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN

RALPH’S 
COUNTRY 
CLUB

WEB3 MEETS SPORT
World first in offering a sports 
sponsorship utility structured to drive 
ongoing growth of the RCC brand and 
token.

ROAD MAP
Long term road map with tiered 
growth phases. Ongoing promotion 
forming a sustainable growth pathway 
for the token holders.

Discord Twitter Instagram Website
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• 800+ Sporting codes

• 41,000,000+ Global Sporting Communities

• 21.6 Million Registered Sports Gamers

• 21,350% NFT market growth 2020/2021

• Trusted branding

• Innovative DAO/Trust structure

• Incentives for buyers, holders and sellers

• Project commencement June 2021

• Exploring future tokenisation



Ralph’s Country Club is a world �rst in 
providing a blockchain based sports 
sponsorship platform. Utilising the power of 
Web3, social media and global sports 
coverage, the RCC token is set to appeal to 
some of the most passionate communities on 
the planet – Blockchain enthusiasts and 
sports fans. Long term partnerships and 
ongoing promotion deals are already in place 
for launch – backed by an experienced team 
of social media and sports philanthropists.
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Strategic 
endorsement of 
athletes through 

social media

Increased 
exposure and 

hype > increase 
in token value

Token sales 
volume increases 

with pro�ts 
realised

Community DAO 
funds 

accumulate
(10% of sales)

GROWTHMODEL



Every day Web3 is increasingly growing impactful at a social, economic 

and political level. Despite the ongoing upward trend of global blockchain 

technology, the sporting world has been slow to embrace function 

Non-Fungible Tokens. 

Sporting groups represent some of the strongest and most diverse 

communities in society. Whether at a local, state, national or international 

level – sports unite people, bypassing all barriers, in a unique and 

extraordinary way. Lasting relationships are often forged and a common 

bond shared amongst its patrons. 

The Web3 community, particularly the NFT community, shares this same 

bond. Enthusiasts from across the globe can converse with each other on 

a level only truly appreciated by others who share this same passion. 

Ralph’s Country Club seeks to combine the strength of these two 

communities. harnessing the power of blockchain technology. 

ABSTRACT



Imagine you are an up-and-coming athlete. Every afternoon after school you 

spend hours honing your craft. The weekends consumed by your passion. You 

have talent, and you’ve been chosen by your state or district to represent them. At 

this level, you’re a star. Time moves forward and you are accepted on scholarship 

to a college or university. The competition intensi�es, but still, you remain capable 

on the bigger stage. Your degree is �nished, and it’s time to hit the big-time. 

But, there is a problem. 

Chasing a sporting dream isn’t cheap. Funding up until now has been achievable. 

Local sporting events and the odd weekend trip, or collegiate event. Now into the 

mix we add, straight out of college or university; �ights, accommodation, food, 

competition entry fees, quali�cation, medical and rehab costs. Nobody starts at 

the top, and it’s expensive at the bottom. 

Ralph’s Country Club gives select athletes in this position, a chance to shine on 

their sporting stage. Endorsement funding from the DAO (voting rights allocated 

via token holdings) allows a unique opportunity for up-and-coming athletes to do 

what they do best, without the strain of �nances holding them back.

A Ralph’s Country Club endorsement doesn’t impact equipment deals or restrict 

other sponsorship opportunities. There is no expectation of monetary return from 

the initial sponsorship, or a division of prize money – only that in turn, the RCC 

brand is represented on their chosen social and sporting stage for an agreed 

period of time. 

Each endorsement deal also includes a RCC token. 36 Tokens will be set aside for 

this purpose. Once 36 tokens have been allocated, future tokens will be 

purchased and allocated with funds from the DAO. Not only does this give each 

athlete equity in the project, and incentive to promote RCC within their networks, 

but it also allows natural growth through an ongoing sweeping of the token �oor. 

INSPIRATION



Decentralised autonomous organisations (DAOs) allow for 

communities to work equitably and transparently with each 

other around the globe. A DAO with the correct structure makes 

the perfect funding mechanism for distributing capital, in line 

with Ralph’s Country Club’s endorsement framework. 

10% of the resale value of any RCC token will automatically 

accumulate into this DAO fund. From here, a voting system (votes 

assigned through token holdings) determines the allocation of 

these funds, in line with community wishes and token growth 

targets. The contents of this fund will be transparent - keeping the 

founders accountable to members.

Some of the challenges: Decision making. 

With a large community all having a vote/say in the decision 

making of the DAO, it becomes very dif�cult to get anything 

done. Short-term thinking and local biases can easily move the 

brand in a direction not originally intended, and not in line with 

the best interest of the project. Conversely, too much power to 

the decision makers can move the brand in a direction counter 

to the wishes of the community

THE DAO



A Semi-Decentralised decision-making hierarchy. 

Decision making ultimately is to be left to the community via 

vote, however, options for endorsement will be curated by The 

Board. The Board will consist of the RCC Founders and select 

members of the RCC team responsible for athlete recruitment. 

Example below:

1) Capital accumulates in the DAO fund. 

2) The community makes the decision to utilise these funds.

3) The community proposes athlete options in line with the 

RCC growth model (social following, sporting code, ability, 

values). 

4) The founders narrow down the selection of these athletes to 

4 potentials.

5) These 4 athletes are voted on by the community for 

sponsorship. 

6) Founders allocate a RCC token and funds in line with 

community wishes. 

7) Athlete contractually endorses RCC on their platform. 

In the sporting realm, we believe this use of a DAO is the �rst of its 

kind. It allows not only for the transparent distribution of funds to 

athletes, but it hands the decision-making power back to the 

community on which it is built. 

THE SOLUTION



Despite NFT’s recent surge in popularity and growth, sporting 

communities around the world are roughly 100x the size of the 

current NFT community. We are still early. The RCC token can 

provide simultaneous value in both communities in the following 

ways:

1) Combine the passion and community of both sports lovers 

and NFT enthusiasts, bridging the gap between. 

2) Introduce a new audience to NFTs. The additional exposure 

through channels external to Web3 gives great scope for future 

growth of the token and brand. 

3) Promote the talents of up-and-coming sports stars, giving 

them access to support, funding and a supportive community. 

4) A DAO working in conjunction with The Board for decision 

making on behalf of the community it serves. 

5) Perpetual growth of the token through the scalability of the 

endorsement contracts. With the on-boarding of each athlete, a 

new wave of interest and exposure begins within their sporting 

community. 

GROWTH FRAMEWORK



@Torz - Torey Hensel

Torz is an Australian based philanthropist with a background in 

professional golf, �nancial services and business consultancy. As 

an avid crypto investor and sports enthusiast, Torz seeks to merge 

Web3 and Sporting communities for the betterment of his two 

passions. 

@Volchok - Jarrer Hensel

Volchok has a longstanding digital and gaming background 

and an early adopter of cryptocurrencies. From a young age, his 

computing and gaming talents have been noticed, holding 

many accomplishments within the eSports and gaming 

communities. Most notably would be competing in the 

highest-level World of Warcraft tournaments across the world, 

representing Australia and the APAC region. Volchok holds 

degrees in both Commerce (Finance & Accounting) and 

Computer Science (Data Science & Arti�cial Intelligence). 

FOUNDERS



We like to be cutting edge, and the artwork behind each Ralph 

represents this. With a style of this own, our artist affectionately 

known as “Pseudonym” has created over 1000+ layers of unique, 

modern artwork, designed to showcase our fun and diverse 

sporting personalities. The Lunar New Year of 2022 is the year of 

the tiger, so what better way to represent our community than 

with ‘the king of one hundred beasts’. 

Those born in the Year of Tiger are said to be brave, strong-willed, 

pioneering, playful, enthusiastic and fearless with a strong sense 

of justice. All traits we seek to uphold through the forging of our 

path. 

THE ART



The Ralph’s Country Club NFTs will be built on the Ethereum 

Blockchain using ERC-721 token standard and hosted on an 

interplanetary �le system (IPFS). The total supply will be 7272.

NERD STUFF


